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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The project focuses on converting non-powered dams to hydroelectric dams. The hydropower
industry is the largest source of renewable electricity due to the provided energy storage and
electricity supply to the power grid. Also, the hydropower industry is crucial to the federal
government’s goal of achieving a carbon-free power sector by 2035.

We will focus on submissions to four challenges around converting non-power dams to
hydroelectric dams.

The Sitting Challenge requires us to select a non-powered dam that has the potential to produce
between 100 kilowatts and 10 megawatts of power and conduct a feasibility assessment which
includes the environmental impact, efficiency, social or community impact, feasibility, safety,
and interconnectivity for the selected site.

The Design Challenge requires either a conceptual design of the selected hydropower site or a
final design for a single component or system related to the site.

The Community Connection Challenge requires us to establish connections with professionals in
the clean energy industry and share the benefits of clean energy with their community through
public channels.

The Build and Test Challenge requires us to build a scaled-down prototype of our powerplant
and carry out a sequence of tests.

To achieve the objectives and requirements, we will utilize online resources such as the
NPDamCAT web app developed by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and relevant textbooks
to gather data on characteristics of non-powered dams in the U.S.. We also need to communicate
with professionals in the clean energy industry, conducting additional research on the feasibility,
safety, ability to connect the power grid, and the environmental, social, and community impact of
the potential site. To calculate the approximate power of electricity the dam can generate and the
cost of connecting to the electricity grid, our team will build a mathematical model. Moreover,
actively seeking collaboration with NAU’s Energy Club and graduate students is also an option
to gain expertise and experience.



STATEMENT OF NEEDS

The Hydropower collegiate competition is a new competition that will be going into its second
year, with new requirements and goals to reach from last year’s competition. Hydropower
currently generates about 6.2% of all energy production within the United States and upwards of
28% of all renewable energy production. This proves that hydropower is a real and effective way
for humans to harness and use power from naturally occurring and renewable sources without the
need to burn fossil fuels and create pollution. Currently in the United States there exist more than
90,000 dams nationwide, of these dams, we find that less than 2,300 produce power. These
non-powered dams are used for many activities such as water recreation, flooding control,
irrigation, and much more. However, these activities are only so useful with a growing demand
in America for more and more power as we become more reliant on our technology in everyday
life. With almost 100.41 quadrillion btu used in America in 2022 through various energy needs,
it's obvious this need will only increase with every passing year.

This is the reason for the creation of the HCC competition, with so many non-powered dams
speckling the country there is a new demand for conversion of these non-power producing areas
to be refitted with the means to supply communities around them with power. There is also the
increasing age of the hydropower demographic that is desperately in need of young workers to
take over jobs and operations as older employees begin to retire. With nearly 26% of the
workforce in hydropower being over the age of 55 there is a large push to get the younger
generations interested in the interworking of hydropower production and distribution.

Within the 10-month period we have been assigned to this project we are expected to produce a
proposal and presentation at an industry event in the spring of 2024 for the conversion of a
current non-powered dam into a power-producing dam for a community in need. Not only is
there a need for more power but the conversion of a dam already built requires much less
planning and most importantly much less money.

We have been tasked with 3 main passages for our presentation and write-up and 1 optional
design challenge from the stakeholders. All of which require their own specific market
requirements, needs, and stakeholder expectations.

1.) Siting Challenge: Teams will evaluate potential sites to choose an NPD site that fits the
challenge requirements. Scoring will be based on thoroughness of assessment and not feasibility.

o Find a location out of the 80,000 plus currently nonpower-generating dams in the United
States.

o Potential to produce between 100 kilowatts and 10 megawatts of power.



o Co-development opportunity at the NPD site
o Hybrid designs (wind, solar, storage, hydrogen, etc.)
o Environmental improvements
o Recreation
o Species rehabilitation
o Food/energy security
o Tourism
o Workforce development or education and more

o Location chosen

o Risks to install power generating systems and mitigation.

o NPD site selection requirements
o Level of cost
o Resource/generation availability
o Safety and geotechnical data
o Transmission/grid lines
o Cultural effects
o Social metrics
o Operation and patience requirements
o And more

2. Design Challenge: Teams will complete a detailed design of a singular hydropower concept
within their selected NPD site or an overall conceptual design of the full powerhouse.

o Track 1: Facility Conceptual Design:
o Equipment selection
o Conceptual drawings
o Detailed feasibility assessment (socioeconomic, technical, and operational)

o Track 2: Hydropower Component Deep Dive:

o Component or system of selected dam conversion
o Engineering designs
o Drawings
o Cost estimates
o Relevant models

3. Community Connections Challenge: we are tasked with creating connections among HCC
teams, the hydropower industry, students, and local communities.



o Communities understand the needs/impact of hydropower development

o Industry interviews

o Website

o Social media

o Community engagement activity:
o Raise student awareness of hydropower
o Inspire new students to participate in the competition
o Educate and excite younger students about opportunities in hydropower

§ Kidwind hydropower event
§ Local school or university event

4. Optional Build and Test Challenge: Our team will have to decide whether to participate or not
in this section of the competition where we will build a scaled prototype of their concept and
perform a series of tests.

o Scaled prototype of the proposed concept

Dimensions

o Available budget

For our final report, we have been given the rubric on which we are to be graded during our
presentation at the final HCC convention.

o Siting challenge – 33% of the overall grade

o Design challenge – 39% of overall grade

o Community connections challenge – 27% of the overall grade

LIMITATIONS

When considering the conversion of a non-powered dam into a power-producing dam, many
concerns and limitations exist in the project.

Limited availability of sites – Not every location is suitable or even needs a power-supplying
dam. The site selection holds some of the most limiting requirements of the entire project. Is the
environment suitable for a dam? Are there nearby communities in need of power or even
transmission lines or substations to distribute our newly produced power?

Environmental complications – As many dams were built in the early 1900’s barely little if any
environmental concerns were considered. Poorly placed dams can produce entire lists of issues
as far as the environment goes. From destroyed habitats for fish as we have seen in the northwest



with destroyed natural salmon runs. Protecting vulnerable species is one of the most important
aspects of modern dam building. Other issues include water storage, dam breaks, water quality,
precipitation, climate change, and much more.

Social Concerns – dams built in areas where they affect everyday life from traffic, to land used
for power transmission, there are plenty of social concerns with the building of a dam. Protected
land also holds an important aspect of social concerns with protected cultural sites, dam safety,
jobs, ecosystem disruption, and many more aspects that are important to weigh when making a
final decision.

Economic feasibility – will this dam even be worth it in the long run? Will it be able to produce
profit for stakeholders or benefit the general population enough for large sums of cash to be
spent on initial investment?

PROCESS

For our selection and design of our converted NPD, we must have meant supporting processes
that also accompany our project. While we won’t make the final product it is important to
consider the supplemental but important supporting aspects of NPD conversion.

Design and Engineering – This includes all engineering operations for NPD conversion, from
turbine design, dam type, generators, transformers, transmission, and much more go into the final
decisions of designing an NPD conversion.

Construction – This process would account for all construction required in an NOD conversion,
be the dam just a wall of rocks and daily maintained operation. Construction and conversion of
an NPD dam will require a lot of planning to get right from excavation, concrete, and installation
all will play important roles.

Maintenance and operation – This process includes all operations needed once the conversion is
complete. As a power-supplying dam that’s connected to the power grid, it will need constant
maintenance from workers for proper operation.

Environmental management – This is a process that will take place throughout the dam’s life.
From mitigating the impact on wildlife from construction, environmental management impact
plays a major role in NPD conversion.



OBJECTIVE TREE AND MATRIX



STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES

Our primary goal is to excel in the DOE’s Hydropower Collegiate Competition and have a
significant and lasting impact on our community, the environment, and our personal growth as
engineers. We are committed to creating a sustainable and innovative solution aligned with
industry standards that demonstrates the benefits of clean energy generation.

We aim to achieve our objectives by conducting extensive research, utilizing online resources,
relevant textbooks, and professionals in the field. In addition, we will be actively seeking
collaboration with NAU’s Energy Club and graduate students to gain expertise and experience
that helped NAU win third in the 2022-23 competition.

Our project aligns with the DOE’s climate and emissions reduction goals by addressing the
crucial role of hydropower in achieving a 100% clean energy economy by 2035. We recognize
the untapped potential in the hydropower industry, imperative for a carbon-pollution-free power
sector, and we look forward to contributing to its growth through innovation.

The competition has three core objectives, to bring together diverse groups of students from
various fields of study. Another is to encourage real-world concept development experiences
related to hydropower. Lastly, to inspire future innovators to tackle the challenges and
opportunities in hydropower development.

There are three required challenge categories in the competition, the sitting challenge, design
challenge, and community connections challenge.

In the sitting challenge, our goal is to perform hydropower site selection for non-powered dams,
producing between 100 kilowatts and 10 megawatts of power, and develop a feasibility
assessment for the selected site. In the design challenge, we will choose between two tracts.
Track 1 is a facility conceptual design with the goal of creating a conceptual design of the
selected hydropower site. Track 2 is a hydropower component deep dive with a goal to produce a
final design package for an individual component or system related to the selected hydropower
site’s development.

In the community connections challenge we will achieve two goals, establish connections with
professionals in the hydropower and broader clean energy industry. As well as promote the
benefits of clean energy technologies within our community through public events, social media,
media outlets, newsletters, and other channels.

Although not required, there is an optional build and test challenge that our team intends to
participate in. In this challenge, our goal will be to construct a scaled prototype of our conceptual
design or the selected hydropower component, including conducting a series of tests to
demonstrate our innovation’s practicality.



Our ultimate goal in the competition is to maximize learning. We aim to gain valuable
knowledge, skills, and experience, while inspiring future generations to engage in clean energy
innovation. Our project represents our commitment to make a lasting impact and contribute to
the transition to a sustainable, clean energy future.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:
TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS:

- Max/min energy output (MW)
- Environmental impact (%)
- Efficiency (MWh)
- Social/community impact (#)
- Feasibility (years)
- Site interconnectivity ($)

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS:

- Energy production
- Environmental impact
- Hydropower dam energy analysis
- Community engagement
- Scalability
- Cost

HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS:

- N/A

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS:

- ArcGIS
- NIS
- Matlab

PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS:

- Environmental mitigation
- Sustainable and reliable build
- Good public safety
- High power generation efficiency
- Future capacity for renewable energy



ENGINEERING TRADE OFF MATRIX

Here we have our engineering trade-off for 6 of the most important elements we believe will
impact this project. The symbols displayed are self-explanatory with ‘=’ meaning the 2
intersecting items are of equal engineering importance and +/- meaning their usual definitions of
positive and negative. From the matrix, we determined that energy output is by far one of the
most important engineering aspects of our final design.

ENGINEERING-MARKETING TRADE-OFF MATRIX

In our engineering-marketing trade-off matrix we have our marking requirements, listed in the
first column, compared to our engineering requirements, listed in the top row. We also have it
shown how the marketing requirements are weighted based on the customers needs and how that
correlates as a percentage. Throughout the matrix it can be seen how each of the requirements
compare to each other. However, some of them are not comparable and that is represented above
as well.



BENCHMARKING

When considering Benchmarking for our project it contains some of the most complex
decision-making of our entire project. Out of the 80,000 dams in America, we have narrowed
them down to just a few hundred in the surrounding southwest for many reasons such as
accessible resources, touring, and having a connection to the land we live in. So while we just
begin our search for the NPD of our choice for conversion you can see how the decisions are
weighed on each dam we deem fills the requirements. We have a large field of criterion because
not every fact of each dam and surrounding power station is included in the research. Of this
criterion we deemed 5 to be the most important: Potential Energy, Flow Rate, Transmission
Lines and Substations, Environmental Impact, and Cost.



HOUSE-OF-QUALITY

The house of quality matrix weights the various needs and requirements of our project. It
provides a well-organized analysis of what we need to do and what is of most importance when
developing ideas and solutions for our project. As seen in the matrix we use customer needs and
technical requirements for comparison. Of these, we found energy production and scalability are
of the most importance to the customer, and community engagement is of the least importance.
For the Technical side, we see heavy weights for energy output and efficiency with
environmental impact being of least importance.
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